Multiple sequence alignment is a fundamental problem in computational molecular biology. This paper shows a brand new refinement strategy combining divide-and-conquer and Beam-Through alignment (DC-BTA) 
Introduction
Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) is essential to bioinformatics applications, and fundamental to find structure or functional knowledge lying in sequences. MSA acts as a base to find the evolutionary preserved region and to infer the homology phylogenetic tree [1] .
As to find the optimal alignment with exact algorithm is really difficult considering the interruption of split impact of other sequences. Even with dynamic programming in k-cube for k input sequences is not feasible considering time and space consumption [3] . And taking advantages of dynamic programming (DP) proposed by Smith Waterman [13] or S.B. Needleman's method [15] also seems exhaustive to build optimal multiple sequence alignment, as the time consumption is O(2 k L k ) . With sum of pairs (SP) score scheme for objective function, the problem to find optimal alignment is proved to be NP-complete [54] .
MSA is widely studied and a series of tools are provided [7, 11, 12] . Popular and stable tools are based on all pair pairwise alignment, with progressive aligning guided by a previous constructed tree, such as tools like ClustalW [7] , Muscle [14] . It is reported HMM (Hidden Markov model) or Mafft barely outperformed ClustalW [11] . Various schemes are suggested to find optimal alignment for MSA. Ming Li etc showed a scheme within a band in polynomial time [2] . And parallel scheme based on DP-MSA peer to peer is introduced by Helal [4] . Bauer etc suggested combinatorial method to build optimal alignment for RNA [5] . Bilu introduced faster algorithms based on pairwise alignment for MSA in 2006 [9] , the method shows the importance to use common segments and illustrated a graph model in theory layer. A tendency for solve optimal alignment is taking advantage of graph over common segments. Optimal alignment with limit resource requirement and encouraging biology sense is still an challenging topic, as optimal alignment with SP score evaluation scheme is reported not meet the biology nature [7, 18] . But progressive alignments based on optimal pairwise profiles lead to local minimum similarity [7] , to break through shortcoming of this kind alignment, heuristic should avoid depending on pairwise of all pairs, while take pairwise advantage to find common segments.
Stoye [13] use equal division to process divide step in DC algorithm, the deficiency of destroy useful segment is recognized. Then, a cutting point strategy is meaningful with biology segments protection. In order to protect common segments, beams [16] are first aligned, and are used as cutting points [6] , which will not be put into divide-and-conquer progress. Beams are sub-solution to build MSA with common segments protection.
However, there is tendency to combine graph theory and segment for fast and high quality MSA [9, 8] . Heuristic method with common segment detecting is a feasible and fast way to construct multiple sequence alignment. With a proper objective function, fast heuristic alignment can provide optimal alignment with finite refinement. This paper proposes a new optimal alignment method by developing Beam-through detecting algorithm [16] for optimal alignment with divide-and-conquer technique. In [6] , an alignment performance assessment strategy is given based on beam area rate (BAR) for divide-and-conquer combining Beam-Through alignment (DC-BTA). This paper improves in picking beam source (BS) from most similar sequences based on previous alignment round, and shows a similarity model to classify sequences into groups for refinement. Additionally, optimal algorithm is given to find refinement of previous alignment based on the performance strategy in [6] . Section 2 discusses the method to protect biology property while using common segments in multiple sequences. Section 3 gives realization model to build optimal alignment and shows the refinement techniques. Section 4 discusses the performance with experiments. Final section gives some conclusion comments on this work and future work.
Protect Common Conserved Segments
Algorithms, which construct progressive alignment through all pairwised profiles, are reported deficiencies on splitting preserved regions or minimum common segments, hence destroy biology property [7, 9] . It is necessary to build MSA by keeping conserved regions together and binding in the same columns. Then, the first step is to find the heuristic start of common regions or subsequences. BTA use dynamic programming method for optimal pairwise alignment, and trace back those possible common segments. The common segments are all position related.
In order to set up alignment with divide-and-conquer technique, a cutting point strategy is proposed here avoiding arbitrary cutting. Unfortunately, cutting points, which are set in equal subpart length or arbitrary position of sequences, may split meaningful common segments. Stoye [13] use equal division to process divide step in DC algorithm, the deficiency of destroy useful segment is recognized. Then, a cutting point strategy is meaningful with biology segments protection. In DC-BTA, we use beams as cutting points to build MSA with common segments protection.
A new data structure of Beam Source is defined as BS= {common segment, positions in selected 2 sequences}. The two sequences to generate BS are randomly selected in the first round [6] . This data structure is useful to extend to a k-tuple position vector case for recording the positions in all k input sequences for a common segment. As a common segment BS 0 is picked up for detecting possible embeddable position in other sequences, the operation is independent to each other sequence, this allows parallel detection. Of course, the detection can be processed without other sequence splitting influence. The scheme is helpful to find common segments and keep them as beam or cutting points for further divide and conquer. In later round for refining previous alignment result, the two sequences to generate BS will be selected in a given order or priority under beam weighting scheme and similarity assessment scheme. This is to protect longer conserved regions, in other words, avoid splitting common segments.
To aligning common segments of k (k>2) input sequences, the embedding position of i th sequence is saved as the i th element of a k-tuple vector. The binding is really easy just to keep those positions related subsequences in same columns of final alignment. Furthermore, the common columns form Beams (BM). BM is also stage related while considering the sequence number it passes through.
Length of BM is k-, where  is the stage number in a round. By greedily protecting common segments, the splitting problem or minimum common segment problem in all pairwise profile based progressive alignment will no longer a problem in DC-BTA methods. This is in fact one objective we pursue in design the DC-BTA algorithm.
Two beam candidates, noted as BMC i and BMC j with the starting position vectors BMC-PV i and
If there exist integers m and n within {1, 2,…,k}, satisfying a m <b m and a n >b n , then BMC i and BMC j are conflicting to each other. DC-BTA will not keep both of them, as aligning them to same column will certainly lead to mistakes.
Definition 3: If a beam candidate is not conflict with any previous legal beam, in current stage, a BMC satisfies 1) the strongest one or content string longest one, 2) and if there are content strings with the same length, then select the left most one as a legal beam, noted as BM.
Special initial beam is set the head of sequences, which has a BMC-PV={0,0, …, 0}. The right most beam is the tail position vector of all sequences, i.e. BMC-PV={L, L, …, L}. L is the final column number of alignment.
If a beam candidate is conflicting with a previous stage legal beam, the beam candidate is judged as illegal. Beams can also be obtained by already known conserved regions or segments, or can be manually set to be by experts. In DC-BTA, it is a position related vector. Meanwhile, in alignment, it is continuous column block satisfying stage requirements.
Beam length of a BM is the number of sequences that the specific BS passes through. Noted as
(BM). The width of a BM is its content string length, noted as (BM).
Algorithm of Beam-through alignment is heuristic method, and it computes BMs by picking up common segment of randomly selected 2 sequences. The time consumption of a stage has upper bound O(kL 2 ). In DC-BTA, we improve the efficiency by expending embedding relation of BS substring to those blocking sequence active windows. While stages in a round are less than k, it is obviously total time will under k 2 L 2 . In fact, common segments are far shorter than sequence's length in S, and the total length is shorter too. To find embeddable position in an equal window of input sequence takes far less time than L 2 . This is why the experiments always show outperforming speeds than other tools like ClustalW, MAFFT, etc.
Beam Properties in Divide-and-Conquer Stages
As it is intractable to build optimal alignment under exact methods, even DP based alignment is not feasible considering time consumption. To get better performance of final alignment, manual adjust to large scale input is also exhaustive and difficult too. We turn to heuristic method and refinement scheme for approximating optimal alignment. The DC-BTA conquer technique to small subpart is important, while BM can act as cutting points and protect conserved regions.
The beam weight strategy is set a value to sequence through additive beam area. Up to the current stage, the total beam area that beams pass through a sequence s i is noted as BW(s i ). For example, input S with 6 sequences is divided into 5 subparts, Illustrated in figure 1, Beam width and contribution of beam weight can be calculated after previous computation. In a great possibility, the largest 2 beam weighted sequences are closest or most similar, i.e. allow more common segments as long as they have most common beams passed.
BW(s i )_is as following: However, there are cases that fail to fall in the situation if the intersection of passing sequence is nearly empty. That is to say, to find the most similar 2 sequences, we need a strict scheme to determine in the sense of reserved common segments. This goal can be realize by taking advantages of sequence's beam set, in other word, the set of sequences that a beam passes.
Position relation of beams and subparts is decided by its nearest common root in figure 1 . For s i , let BM.u, and BM.v passes it, the position of BM.u and BM.v is obvious by checking the position they pass s i . More generally, their positions are relatively determined by the sub-trees position of nearest root in figure 1 . For example, if they are brothers, just as BM.11 and BM.13, the ID number smaller one will be left one. If they are not brothers, just as BM.2 to subpart.14, the nearest root is node 0 in figure 1, sub-tree relation is given by brother BM.2 and subpart.5, i.e., BM.2 will be left side to subpart.14.
Similarity can also be determined by passing status matrix (P.S.M) that rows represent sequences while columns are BMs arranged in position left to right orientation order.
Definition 5: Passing status matrix (P.S.M), P.S.M element a ij is sequence i allows or not allows BM v in column j passing through. Notice that a ij equals 1, if sequence i allows BM in j th column passing through. And a ij equals 0, if sequence i does not allow the BM in j th column passing through.
To the above figure 1 , the computing stage is up to 1, and total two stages do not meet the end of computing. It does not affect a correct understand of P.S.M, even if figure 1is in small scale. An example for P.S.M is illustrated in table 1. In P.S.M, row vectors can give a direct result on similarity or equality by comparing them. If two row vectors are equal, then these two sequences allow same BMs or have same common segments in BM contents concatenation. The similarity is then decided by two factors, one is how many beams a sequence contains, and the other is total length of beam contents.
Similarity is assigned different values if the score scheme is different. In SP score scheme, a score function is encouraging similarity, the SP total value of sequence pairs work to evaluate pair similarity and can give alignment guide tree for progressive pairwise based alignment. Some other BLOSUM scheme in BLAST gives a weighting scheme by probability method. We assign sequence with BW(s i ) to assess the common segment property in nature, of course, BW(s i ) not only gives a weight to sequence, but also gives a value to evaluate similarity to all k sequences. This scheme is special both in BW(s i ) weighting method and in P.S.M to pick out the most similar one in k sequence, and can use as center of alignment for star alignment. The most similar two can also be used to generate BS for optimal round to refine the alignment result too.
By intersection of passing sequence set, the visualization can adjust beam area to continuous rows if user feels there are some interesting points. This is easy to realize as the P.S.M provides logical base. Exchanging rows to allow continuous 1 in P.S.M column will immediately let beam in continuous block.
Beams on a sequence can also work to find how many beams in a pair. Row vectors in P.S.M do inner product, will give the solution. For example, for s1and s2, (1 1 1 0 1)·(0 1 1 1 1) =3. There are 3 beams passing through both of them.
The sequences passed by a beam BM i form a set S_BM i , this set also can be extracted via P.S.M. This set can be easily got by considering the columns of current BM, and record corresponding IDs of sequences. For example, BM.7, has such a set of passing sequences {1, 3, 4, 5, 6}. The sets of sequences that allow almost the same beams will lead to a BS generating scheme. The sets can be classified into stairs assessing with LCS of BMs. i.e. sequences allow all beams pass through, form the first stair. The sequences with less LCS length than that of beams in first stair but more than that of other collection by common beams will be the next stair. And so on, we can form a stair like groups of sequence.
Lemma 1: Two sequence s i and s j are passed by the same beams, the corresponding row i and row j in P.S.M will have equal sum of value.
It is obvious considering beam passing a sequence s i marked as 1 in corresponding column of P.S.M row i. It is the same for s j .
Lemma 1 is a necessary condition to find sequences with same beams passing through.
Lemma 2:
Two sequences s i and s j are passed by the same beams, the corresponding  (row i)and  (row j)in P.S.M will satisfy inner product u and v equal sum of row i value. The inner product of two identical vectors with element 0 or 1 will be the value of total 1 in same position. This is in fact number of 1 in row i or row j, since the s i and s j are passed by the same beams.
Theorem 1: The sequences s i and s j in S are the most similar two, if and only if row i and row j in P.S.M have the biggest inner product than that of other row pairs in P.S.M. This is direct conclusion based on previous beam generating and matrix P.S.M, while referring to the two lemmas above.
In refinement, first group of beam sources should be generated by two sequences from first stair, and subparts refinement should select its corresponding most similar bounded by its left and right two cutting beams. More clearly, if a subpart is cut by BM i and BM j , referring Figure 1 , beams between BM i and BM j will provide a stair like groups according to P.S.M. For example, in figure 1, {s 4 , The optimization guide strategy is constructed by intersection of sequence set that beams pass through. If two or more sequences allow all beams pass through, then these sequences is first choice for generating BS in later refinement. In example of Fig.1, s 4 , s 5 and s 6 fall in the case.
Similarity Classifying Method and Optimization Algorithm
To refine the alignment result in previous round in DC-BTA, BS is heuristic start and two sequences to generate BS are no longer randomly given. In BW(s i ) list, a weight value is assigned to every specific sequence according to beams passing through it After combining the P.S.M content, sequences are arranged in order. And S is classified into two groups, one group is unselected in order, and the other is already selected for BS generating.
Optimal refinement needs rules to align segments considering similarity class. Osamu [15] suggest group alignment scheme for optimal. Other optimal refinement is progressive with DC-BTA round after round.
As to the optimal alignment, in DC-BTA, a model for optimal alignment will give a correct direction for better refinement. Let stage is , subpart is i, and the j th beam is noted as BM ,i,j . Given the maximum stage for an alignment is ,  is set to Floor[k/2] in default. Subpart total number is SB  in stage , and  ,i is the number of beams in subpart i of stage .
The objective function is:
Where BW(s i )>0, and (BM ,i,j )>0. k>2 and  upper bound is k/2 in default. k is input sequence number in S, i.e. |S|. L is the total number of final alignment column.
A fact is DC-BTA does not give a penalty score to gaps in score scheme, but DC-BTA does not encourage insert too many gaps. As in (2) , gaps means enlarge the L of alignment columns. DC-BTA initially encourages longest common segment aligning in same columns and protects those conserved region in all stage and take care to meet biology meanings. As more gaps means longer L, the (2) BAR value will become smaller with a bigger divisor (kL) in OF (2) .
The new OF suggests more beams and longer beams but less indels in whole DC-BTA alignment. To a better BS start, extracting the most similar sequences for BS is important step. To get a pair in P.S.M rows with most common BMs, the intersection operation is necessary over sets of passing BMs over s i . It is mentioned above in section 3. The formulae are listed below for classifying sequences into priority subset according to similarity weights.
The k input sequences will be classified into groups; these groups form a chain of proper subsets or subsets in general. And the subsets chain will give a step by step guide to later refinement round with DC-BTA.
Given the sequence set passed by all k-length beams in stage 0 as S 0 . Generally, the sequence set passed by all at least (ki)-length beams till stage i as S i , for 0i. Then
Where S i is intersection of sets that (ki)-length beams pass through. Suppose there are .i beams for stage i, and the passing through sequence set for a beam BM j is noted as PSS(BM j ).
The sequences that passed by all beams in all stages is a subset of S i for i=1 to . Let name the subset as kernel of the input sequence group, noted as K. i.e.
It is immediate conclusion that K=S  . Note that in algorithm 1, refinement is working in loops. A suitable termination condition should be set to promise certain improvement after rounds. Let  is a constant within range of (0,0.1), if after 3 round of refinement, BAR(A i+3 )-BAR(A i ) < , then the refinement stops.
Performance analysis
Let input sequence set S with |S|=k, the divide-and-conquer will generate smaller subpart of S. As detecting BS in a given pair need time O(L 2 ), each subpart in later stage will satisfy the following theorem to bound the size and time upper limit. The stage  and following stage +1 are two stage in divide and conquer process, a subpart S is input of DC-BTA in stage  with longest sequence size L, S will be split to several shorter subparts, with longest sequence size as list L1,L2,…, Lm. Let T() be upper time bound for stage  including all subparts computing time. Stage  extends subparts in layer  into smaller subparts and k- length beams in layer +1 as illustrated in figure 3 . 
Then, the following inequality holds:
As collecting BS cost time of O( L i
), and Beam detecting time is within O(L i ×(BM ,i ))< O(L i
2 ), referring (4), the conclusion holds. , then conclusion 2) holds. There are several known parameters that affect the optimal alignment. The first is the gap or space inserting scheme, to DC-BTA, inserting space can greedily encourage more beam areas, that is to say, let possible common segments or characters stand in same columns. The second is the subparts scale that satisfies stop condition. The scale is defined larger, the result is rougher. The third is the detecting window given by swing distance , which is decided by corresponding input length and a moderate constant. The fourth is the scheme to generate heuristic start BS, i.e. the two sequences used to optimal pairwise alignment for beam sources.
If segment  is a common segment attracted from BMs passing through all sequences, and the BMs are legal with the given swing parameter , then  satisfies a full embedding in all sequences, and  is a segment of LCS to all sequences.
Theorem 3: The time consumption to finish an alignment round with DC-BTA takes O(kL 2 ). Proof: In a round, DC-BTA computes at most k stages. With Lemma 3 and Theorem 2, the conclusion is immediately promised.
The performance evaluation use sequences from BaliBase [17] , which is widely used to test performance and assessment of alignment methods [12] . The experiments collect 5 sets of virtual DNA sequences based on sequences from BaliBase, S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 4 and S 5 . |S i |=i100. We set the refinement round up to 4. And a refinement round greedily aligns the widest total beams in each stage of recursive DC-BTA in monotonic increasing BAR manner. The performance is assessed with BAR OF. The longest sequence length
The shortest sequence length
The average sequence length
